The Suttanipata An Ancient
Collection Of The Budd
When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search launch by
shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we provide
the book compilations in this website. It will totally ease you to
look guide The Suttanipata An Ancient Collection Of The
Budd as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best area within net
connections. If you endeavor to download and install the The
Suttanipata An Ancient Collection Of The Budd , it is
unquestionably simple then, before currently we extend the join
to purchase and make bargains to download and install The
Suttanipata An Ancient Collection Of The Budd consequently
simple!

Still: Samuel Beckett's
Quietism - Wimbush Andy
2020-06-18
In the 1930s, a young Samuel
Beckett confessed to a friend
that he had been living his life
according to an ‘abject selfreferring quietism’. Andy
Wimbush argues that
‘quietism’—a philosophical and
religious attitude of
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

renunciation and willlessness—is a key to
understanding Beckett’s
artistic vision and the
development of his career as a
fiction writer from his early
novels Dream of Fair to
Middling Women and Murphy
to late short prose texts such
as Stirrings Still and Company.
Using Beckett’s published and
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archival material, Still: Samuel
Beckett’s Quietism shows how
Beckett distilled an
understanding of quietism from
the work of Arthur
Schopenhauer, E.M. Cioran,
Thomas à Kempis, Fyodor
Dostoevsky, and André Gide,
before turning it into an
aesthetic that would liberate
him from the powerful literary
traditions of nineteenthcentury realism and early
twentieth-century high
modernism. Quietism, argues
Andy Wimbush, was for
Beckett a lifelong
preoccupation that shaped his
perspectives on art,
relationships, ethics, and even
notions of salvation. But most
of all it showed Beckett a way
to renounce authorial power
and write from a position of
impotence, ignorance, and
incoherence so as to produce a
new kind of fiction that had, in
Molloy’s words, the ‘tranquility
of decomposition’.
The Suttanipata - Bodhi
2017-09-26
This landmark volume in the
Teachings of the Buddha series
translates the Suttanipata, a
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

text that matches the
Dhammapada in its concise
power and its centrality to the
Buddhist tradition. Celebrated
translator Bhikkhu Bodhi
illuminates this text and its
classical commentaries with
elegant renderings and
authoritative annotations. The
Suttanipata, or “Group of
Discourses” is a collection of
discourses ascribed to the
Buddha that includes some of
the most popular suttas of the
Pali Canon, among them the
Discourse on Loving-Kindness
Sutta. The suttas are primarily
in verse, though several are in
mixed prose and verse. The
Suttanipata contains
discourses that extol the figure
of the muni, the illumined sage,
who wanders homeless
completely detached from the
world. Other suttas, such as
the Discourse on Downfall and
the Discourse on Blessings,
establish the foundations of
Buddhist lay ethics. The last
two chapters—the
Atthakavagga (Chapter of
Octads) and the Parayanavagga
(The Way to the Beyond)—are
considered to be among the
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most ancient parts of the Pali
Canon. The Atthakavagga
advocates a critical attitude
toward views and doctrines.
The Parayanavagga is a
beautiful poem in which
sixteen spiritual seekers travel
across India to meet the
Buddha and ask him profound
questions pertaining to the
highest goal. The commentary,
the Paramatthajotika, relates
the background story to each
sutta and explains each verse
in detail. The volume includes
numerous excerpts from the
Niddesa, an ancient
commentary already included
in the Pali Canon, which offers
detailed expositions of each
verse in the Atthakavagga, the
Parayanavagga, and the
Rhinoceros Horn Sutta.
Translator Bhikkhu Bodhi
provides an insightful, in-depth
introduction, a guide to the
individual suttas, extensive
notes, a list of parallels to the
discourses of the Suttanipata,
and a list of the numerical sets
mentioned in the
commentaries.
The Woman Who Raised the
Buddha - Wendy Garling
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

2021-03-23
Nautilus Book Award Winner
The first full biography of
Mahaprajapati Gautami, the
woman who raised the Buddha-examining her life through
stories and canonical records.
Mahaprajapati was the only
mother the Buddha ever knew.
His birth mother, Maya, died
shortly after childbirth, and her
sister Mahaprajapati took the
infant to her breast, nurturing
and raising him into adulthood.
While there is a lot of
ambiguity overall in the
Buddha's biography, this detail
remains consistent across all
Buddhist traditions and
literature. In this first full
biography of Mahaprajapati,
The Woman Who Raised the
Buddha presents her life story,
with attention to her early
years as sister, queen,
matriarch, and mother, as well
as her later years as a nun.
Drawing from story fragments
and canonical records, Wendy
Garling reveals just how
exceptional Mahaprajapati's
role was as leader of the first
generation of Buddhist women,
helping the Buddha establish
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an equal community of lay and
monastic women and men.
Mother to the Buddha, mother
to early Buddhist women,
mother to the Buddhist faith,
Mahaprajapati's journey is
finally presented as one
interwoven with the founding
of Buddhism.
Play Among Books - Miro
Roman 2021-12-06
How does coding change the
way we think about
architecture? This question
opens up an important
research perspective. In this
book, Miro Roman and his AI
Alice_ch3n81 develop a playful
scenario in which they propose
coding as the new literacy of
information. They convey
knowledge in the form of a
project model that links the
fields of architecture and
information through two
interwoven narrative strands in
an “infinite flow” of real books.
Focusing on the intersection of
information technology and
architectural formulation, the
authors create an evolving
intellectual reflection on digital
architecture and computer
science.

The Routledge Handbook of
Buddhist-Christian Studies Carol Anderson 2022-09-30
Buddhist-Christian dialogue
has a long and complex history
that stretches back to the first
centuries of the common era.
Comprising 42 international
and disciplinarily diverse
chapters, this volume begins by
setting up a framework for
examining the nature of
Buddhist-Christian
interreligious dialogue,
discussing how research in this
area has been conducted in the
past and considering future
theoretical directions.
Subsequent chapters delve
into: important episodes in the
history of Buddhist-Christian
dialogue; contemporary
conversations such as monastic
interreligious dialogue,
multiple religious identity, and
dual religious practice; and
Buddhist-Christian cooperation
in social justice, social
engagement, pastoral care, and
interreligious education
settings. The volume closes
with a section devoted to
comparative and constructive
explorations of different
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speculative themes that range
from the theological to the
philosophical or experiential.
This handbook explores how
the study of Buddhist-Christian
relations has been and ought to
be done. The Routledge
Handbook of BuddhistChristian Studies is essential
reading for researchers and
students interested in
Buddhist-Christian studies,
Asian religions, and
interreligious relationships. It
will be of interest to those in
fields such as anthropology,
political science, theology, and
history.
In Dialogue with Classical
Indian Traditions - Brian
Black 2019-03-04
Dialogue is a recurring and
significant component of Indian
religious and philosophical
literature. Whether it be as a
narrative account of a
conversation between
characters within a text, as an
implied response or
provocation towards an
interlocutor outside the text, or
as a hermeneutical lens
through which commentators
and modern audiences can

engage with an ancient text,
dialogue features prominently
in many of the most
foundational sources from
classical India. Despite its
ubiquity, there are very few
studies that explore this
important facet of Indian texts.
This book redresses this
imbalance by undertaking a
close textual analysis of a
range of religious and
philosophical literature to
highlight the many uses and
functions of dialogue in the
sources themselves and in
subsequent interpretations.
Using the themes of encounter,
transformation and
interpretation – all of which
emerged from face-to-face
discussions between the
contributors of this volume –
each chapter explores dialogue
in its own context, thereby
demonstrating the variety and
pervasiveness of dialogue in
different genres of the textual
tradition. This is a rich and
detailed study that offers a
fresh and timely perspective on
many of the most well-known
and influential sources from
classical India. As such, it will
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be of great use to scholars of
religious studies, Asian studies,
comparative literature and
literary theory.
Rewriting Buddhism Alastair Gornall 2020-03-17
Rewriting Buddhism is the first
intellectual history of
premodern Sri Lanka’s most
culturally productive period.
This era of reform (1157–1270)
shaped the nature of
Theravada Buddhism both in
Sri Lanka and also Southeast
Asia and even today continues
to define monastic intellectual
life in the region. Alastair
Gornall argues that the long
century’s literary productivity
was not born of political
stability, as is often thought,
but rather of the social,
economic and political chaos
brought about by invasions and
civil wars. Faced with
unprecedented uncertainty, the
monastic community sought
greater political autonomy,
styled itself as royal court, and
undertook a series of reforms,
most notably, a purification
and unification in 1165 during
the reign of Parakramabahu I.
He describes how central to

the process of reform was the
production of new forms of Pali
literature, which helped create
a new conceptual and social
coherence within the reformed
community; one that served to
preserve and protect their
religious tradition while also
expanding its reach among the
more fragmented and localized
elites of the period.
Secularizing Buddhism Richard K. Payne 2021-08-03
A timely essay collection on the
development and influence of
secular expressions of
Buddhism in the West and
beyond. How do secular values
impact Buddhism in the
modern world? What versions
of Buddhism are being
transmitted to the West? Is it
possible to know whether an
interpretation of the Buddha’s
words is correct? In this new
essay collection, opposing
ideas that often define
Buddhist communities—secular
versus religious, modern
versus traditional, Western
versus Eastern—are unpacked
and critically examined. These
reflections by contemporary
scholars and practitioners
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reveal the dynamic process of
reinterpreting and reimagining
Buddhism in secular contexts,
from the mindfulness
movement to Buddhist shrine
displays in museums, to
whether rebirth is an essential
belief. This collection explores
a wide range of modern
understandings of
Buddhism—whether it is
considered a religion,
philosophy, or lifestyle
choice—and questions if
secular Buddhism is purely a
Western invention, offering a
timely contribution to an everevolving discussion.
Contributors include Bhikkhu
Bodhi, Kate Crosby, Gil
Fronsdal, Kathleen Gregory,
Funie Hsu, Roger R. Jackson,
Charles B. Jones, David L.
McMahan, Richard K. Payne,
Ron Purser, Sarah Shaw,
Philippe Turenne, and Pamela
D. Winfield.
Rebirth in Early Buddhism and
Current Research - Analayo
2018-04-23
Join a rigorous scholar and
Buddhist monk on a brisk tour
of rebirth from ancient
doctrine to contemporary
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

debates. German Buddhist
monk and university professor
Bhikkhu Analayo had not given
much attention to the topic of
rebirth before some friends
asked him to explore the
treatment of the issue in early
Buddhist texts. This succinct
volume presents his findings,
approaching the topic from
four directions. The first
chapter examines the doctrine
of rebirth as it is presented in
the earliest Buddhist sources
and the way it relates to core
doctrinal principles. The
second chapter reviews
debates about rebirth
throughout Buddhist history
and up to modern times, noting
the role of confirmation bias in
evaluation of evidence. Chapter
3 reviews the merits of current
research on rebirth, including
near-death experience, past-life
regression, and children who
recall previous lives. The
chapter concludes with an
examination of xenoglossy, the
ability to speak languages one
has not learned previously, and
chapter 4 examines the
particular case of
Dhammaruwan, a Sri Lankan
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boy who chants Pali texts that
he does not appear to have
learned in his present life.
Rebirth in Early Buddhism and
Current Research brings
together the many strands of
the debate on rebirth in one
place, making it both
comprehensive and compact. It
is not a polemic but an
interrogation of the evidence,
and it leaves readers to come
to their own conclusions.
The Routledge Companion to
Mindfulness at Work - Satinder
K. Dhiman 2020-09-09
Given the ever-growing
interest in the benefits of
mindfulness to organizations
and the individuals who work
in them, this Companion is a
comprehensive primary
reference work for mindfulness
(including creativity and flow)
in the workplace, including
business, healthcare, and
educational settings. Research
shows that mindfulness boosts
creativity through greater
insight, receptivity, and
balance, and increases energy
and a sense of wellbeing. This
Companion traces the genesis
and growth of this burgeoning

field, tracks its application to
the workplace, and suggests
trends and future directions.
With contributions from
leading scholars and
practitioners in business,
leadership, psychology,
healthcare, education, and
other related fields, The
Routledge Companion to
Mindfulness at Work is an
extensive reference work
which will be a vital resource
to the fields of management
and organizational studies,
human resource management,
psychology, spirituality,
cultural anthropology, and
sociology. Each chapter will
present a listing of key topics,
a case or situation that
illustrates the application of
the themes, workplace lessons,
and reflection questions.
Buddhist Approach to Global
Education in Ethics - Thich Duc
Thien 2019-04-16
EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION
This volume is a collection of
papers presented at the
international workshop on
“Buddhist Approach to Global
Education in Ethics” which is
being held on May 13, 2019, at
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International Conference
Center Tam Chuc, Ha Nam,
Vietnam on the occasion of the
16th United Nations Day of
Vesak Celebrations 2019. The
aim is to throw new light on
the values of the global ethical
system with a focus on the
Buddhist approach in
deepening our understanding
of how Buddhist ethics can
deliver a social change in the
globalized world. REVIEW OF
CONTENTS Prof. P. D.
Premasiri in his paper titled
“Universally valid ethical
norms of Buddhism applicable
to global education in ethics”
deals with hindrance in
determining the basis for
global education in ethics and
providing undeniable facts
about the diversity involved in
ethical norms, principles and
attitudes of various global
communities. The author also
discusses the characteristics of
Buddhist teaching on a
humanistic approach to the
moral life with perceptions of
enlightened humans, i.e.
‘Knowledgeable Persons’
(vi¤¤å purisà). The paper
places further emphasis on the
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

necessity to draw the attention
of educators to train the minds
of humans on ethical choices in
accordance with such
decisions. The paper entitled
“Teaching Buddhist Ethics
through the Life of the Buddha
and Jesus” by Abraham Velez
De Cea has proposed a new
approach to the Buddhist
ethical way of teaching and its
application through
interpretations of the Buddha’s
life from the perspective of
virtue ethics and meditation.
The purpose is to heighten the
Buddhist contribution being
made to global education in
ethical issues. The paper is
divided into two parts,
Buddhist ethics as a form of
virtue ethics and secondly,
interpretation of the Buddha’s
teachings from the perspective
of virtue ethics and meditation.
Buddhist Psychotherapy Hyunsoo Jeon 2021-01-04
This book explores how to
utilize Buddhism in
psychotherapy and how
Buddhism itself acts as a form
of psychotherapy, using
Buddhism practices as a lens
for universal truth and wisdom
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rather than as aspects of a
religion. Based on the author's
over 30 years of study and
practice with early Buddhism
and his experiences of
Buddhism with his patients, the
book outlines a new form of
psychotherapy incorporating
three Buddhist principles: the
properties of the body and
mind, the principle of world’s
movement, and living with
wisdom. This technique
provides a unique perspective
on mental health and offers
new approaches for clinicians
and researchers to effectively
addressing mental health and
well-being.
Buddhism in Dialogue with
Contemporary Societies Carola Roloff 2020
The growing pluralization of
religion and culture in Europe
means that we encounter an
increasing number of Buddhist
immigrants as well as
‘Western’ converts. Against
this background, in June 2018,
the Academy of World
Religions and the Numata
Center for Buddhist Studies at
the University of Hamburg
(Germany), invited scholars of
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

Theravāda, East Asian and
Tibetan Buddhism. The
questions discussed referred
to: - Does Buddhism matter
today? What can it contribute?
- Must Buddhism adapt to the
modern world? How can
Buddhism adapt to a non-Asia
context? - When Buddhism
travels, what must be
preserved if Buddhism is to
remain Buddhism? The
contributions in this volume
show not only that Buddhism
matters in the West but that it
already has its strong impact
on our societies. Therefore,
universities in Europe should
include Buddhist theories and
techniques in their curricula.
Publishers Weekly Book
Publishing Almanac 2022 Publishers Weekly 2021-11-30
Announcing the first edition of
Publishers Weekly Book
Publishing Almanac 2022.
Designed to help authors,
editors, agents, publicists, and
anyone else working in book
publishing understand the
changing landscape of book
publishing, it is an essential
reference for anyone who
works in the industry. Written
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by industry veterans and copublished with Publishers
Weekly magazine, here is the
first-ever book to offer a
comprehensive view of how
modern book publishing works.
It offers history and context, as
well as up-to-the-minute
information for anyone
interested in working in the
field and for authors looking to
succeed with a publisher or by
self-publishing. You’ll find here
information on: Finding an
agent Self-publishing Amazon
Barnes & Noble and other book
chains Independent bookstores
Special sales (non-traditional
book markets) Distribution
Foreign markets Publicity,
Marketing, Advertising
Subsidiary rights Book
production E-books and
audiobooks Diversity, equity,
and inclusion across the
industry And more! Whether
you’re a seasoned publishing
professional, just starting out
in the business, or simply
interested in how book
publishing works, the
Publishers Weekly Book
Publishing Almanac will be an
annual go-to reference guide

and an essential, authoritative
resource that will make that
knowledge accessible to a
broad audience. Featuring
original essays from and
interviews with some of the
industry's most insightful and
innovative voices along with
highlights of PW's news
coverage over the last year, the
Publishers Weekly Book
Publishing Almanac is an
indispensable guide for
publishers, editors, agents,
publicists, authors and anyone
who wants better to
understand this business, its
history, and its mysteries.
Ethnic and Religious Diversity
in Myanmar - Perry SchmidtLeukel 2021-12-02
One of the most comprehensive
volumes on Myanmar's identity
politics to date, this book
discusses the entanglement of
ethnic and religious identities
in Myanmar and the challenges
presented by its extensive
ethnic-religious diversity.
Religious and ethnic
conjunctions are treated from
historical, political, religious
and ethnic minority
perspectives through both case
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studies and overview chapters.
The book addresses the thorny
issue of Buddhist supremacy,
Burmese nationalism and
ethnic-religious hierarchy,
along with reflections on
Buddhist, Christian and Muslim
communities. Bringing
together international scholars
and Burmese scholars, this
book combines the
perspectives of academic
observers with those of
political activists and religious
leaders from different faiths.
Through the breadth of its
disciplinary approach, its focus
on identity issues and its
inclusion of insider and
outsider perspectives, this
book provides new insights into
the complex religious situation
of Myanmar.
Hinduism and Buddhism, An
Historical Sketch, Vol. 1 Charles Eliot 2018-12-08
The Snake and the
Mongoose - Nathan McGovern
2018-10-24
Since the beginning of modern
Indology in the 19th century,
the relationship between the
early Indian religions of

Buddhism, Jainism, and
Hinduism has been predicated
on a perceived dichotomy
between two meta-historical
identities: "the Brahmans"
(purveyors of the ancient Vedic
texts and associated ritual
system) and the newer "nonBrahmanical" sramana
movements from which the
Buddhists and Jains emerged.
Textbook and scholarly
accounts postulate an
opposition between these two
groups, citing the 2nd-century
BCE Sanskrit grammarian
Patañjali, who is often quoted
erroneously as likening them to
the proverbial enemies snake
and mongoose. Scholars
continue to privilege
Brahmanical Hindu accounts of
early Indian history, and
further portray Buddhist and
Jain deviations from those
accounts as evidence of their
opposition to a pre-existing
Brahmanism. In The Snake and
The Mongoose, Nathan
McGovern turns this
commonly-accepted model of
the origins of the early Indian
religions on its head. His book
seeks to de-center the Hindu
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Brahman from our
understanding of Indian
religion by "taming the snake
and the mongoose"--that is, by
abandoning the anachronistic
distinction between
"Brahmanical" and "nonBrahmanical." Instead,
McGovern allows the earliest
articulations of identity in
Indian religion to speak for
themselves through a
comparative reading of texts
preserved by the three major
groups that emerged from the
social, political, cultural, and
religious foment of the late first
millennium BCE: the Buddhists
and Jains as they represented
themselves in their earliest
sutras, and the Vedic
Brahmans as they represented
themselves in their Dharma
Sutras. The picture that
emerges is not of a
fundamental dichotomy
between Brahmanical and nonBrahmanical, but rather of
many different groups who all
saw themselves as
Brahmanical. Thus, McGovern
argues, it was through the
contestation between these
groups that the distinction
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

between Brahmanical and nonBrahmanical--the snake and the
mongoose--emerged.
Buddhist Visions of the
Good Life for All - Sallie B.
King 2021-05-30
This book highlights what
Buddhism has to offer for
"living well" here and now—for
individuals, society as a whole,
all sentient beings and the
planet itself. From the
perspectives of a variety of
Buddhist thinkers, the book
evaluates what a good life is
like, what is desirable for
human society, and ways in
which we should live in and
with the natural world. By
examining this-worldly
Buddhist philosophy and
movements in India, Sri Lanka,
Bhutan, the Tibetan diaspora,
Korea, Taiwan, Japan and the
United States, the book
assesses what Buddhists offer
for the building of a good
society. It explores the
proposals and programs made
by progressive and widely
influential lay and monastic
thinkers and activists, as well
as the works of movement
leaders such as Thich Nhat
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Hanh and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar,
for the social, economic,
political and environmental
systems in their various
countries. Demonstrating that
Buddhism is not solely a path
for the realization of nirvana
but also a way of living well
here and now, this book will be
of interest to researchers
working on contemporary and
modern Buddhism, Buddhism
and society, Asian religion and
Engaged Buddhism.
Hinduism and Buddhism
(Vol. 1-3) - Charles Eliot
2020-08-18
"Hinduism and Buddhism" in 3
volumes is a work by Charles
Eliot whose aim is to give a
sketch of Indian thought or
Indian religion, for the two
terms are nearly equivalent in
the book, and of its history and
influence in Asia. As the author
pointed out, it is impossible to
separate Hinduism from
Buddhism, for without it
Hinduism could not have
assumed its medieval shape
and some forms of Buddhism,
such as Lamaism, countenance
Brahmanic deities and
ceremonies, while in Java and
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

Cambodia the two religions
were avowedly combined and
declared to be the same.
Neither is it convenient to
separate the fortunes of
Buddhism and Hinduism
outside India from their history
within it, for although the
importance of Buddhism
depends largely on its foreign
conquests, the forms which it
assumed in its new territories
can be understood only by
reference to the religious
condition of India at the
periods when successive
missions were despatched. This
carefully crafted e-artnow
ebook is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents.
Death, Immortality, and
Eternal Life - T Ryan Byerly
2021-05-17
This book offers a multifaceted
exploration of death and the
possibilities for an afterlife. By
incorporating a variety of
approaches to these subjects, it
provides a unique framework
for extending and reshaping
enduring philosophical debates
around human existence up to
and after death. Featuring
14/31
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original essays from a diverse
group of international scholars,
the book is arranged in four
main sections. Firstly, it
addresses how death is or
should be experienced,
engaging with topics such as
near-death experiences,
continuing bonds with the
deceased, and attitudes toward
dying. Secondly, it looks at
surviving death, addressing the
metaphysics of human persons,
the nature of time, the nature
of the true self, and the nature
of the divine. It then evaluates
the value of mortality and
immortality, drawing upon the
resources of the history of
philosophy, meta-analysis of
contemporary debates, and the
analogy between individual
death and species extinction.
Finally, it explores what an
eternal life might be like,
examining the place of
selflessness, embodiment, and
racial identity in such a life.
This volume allows for a variety
of philosophical and theological
perspectives to be brought to
bear on the end of life and
what might be beyond. As
such, it will be a fascinating

resource for scholars in the
philosophy of religion,
theology, and death studies.
An Introduction to Mental
Development - Nils M Holm
2021-01-21
The teachings of the Buddha
contain clear and plain
instructions for a mental
development whose goal is the
recognition of reality as it is. Of
course reality is obvious and
nothing is hidden, but an
untrained mind will wander
aimlessly and get caught up in
all kinds of cravings, aversions,
and imaginations. When reality
and imagination collide, the
result is suffering. Buddhist
mental development trains the
mind in such a way that it can
perceive reality clearly,
thereby liberating it from its
mental fetters. This book
introduces the reader to the
basics of Buddhism with
emphasis on fundamental
concepts, Pali terminology, and
meditation practice. Mental
development is based on
experiential knowledge, which
can only be gained in
meditation. This book provides
enough background and
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instructions for beginning
meditation practice and
guiding the practitioner until
mental development matures.
The text is a technical manual
rather than an inspirational
book. It is intended for people
who already have decided to
walk the path of the dhamma
and look for concrete
instructions. It may also be
interesting to those who merely
want to acquire a quick
overview over Buddhist
practice.
Divine Stories - Andy Rotman
2017-12-05
Explore this second volume of
translations, in vivid prose,
from one of the most
celebrated collections of
ancient Buddhist stories.
Actions never come to naught,
even after hundreds of millions
of years. When the right
conditions gather and the time
is right, then they will have
their effect on embodied
beings. Ancient Buddhist
literature is filled with tales of
past lives. The Buddha,
surrounded by his followers, is
asked how it came to be that a
certain person has met a
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

particular fate. With his
omniscience, the Buddha looks
into eons past and uncovers the
events that led to the present
outcome and foretells the
future as well. With stories of
wicked wives, patricidal
princes, and shape-shifting
serpents, Divine Stories offers
a fascinating illustration of the
law of karma—the truth that
the power of good and bad
deeds is never lost. These are
some of the oldest Buddhist
tales ever committed to
writing, illuminating the
culture of northern India in the
early centuries of the common
era and bringing to life the
Buddhist values of generosity
and faith. Andy Rotman’s
evocative translation combines
accuracy with readability, with
detailed editorial notes
comparing readings in various
Sanskrit, Pali, and Tibetan
sources. Divine Stories is a
major contribution to Indian
and Buddhist studies.
Mindful leadership for
sustainable peace - Thich Duc
Thien 2019-04-16
EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND We are
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experiencing an unprecedented
period where wide ranging and
disruptive major global change
is taking place around us. In
this context, the theme of
Mindful Leadership and
Sustainable Development
provides a point of reference
and pathway for understanding
the contemporary chaotic
situations. These disruptive
changes challenge our
understanding and meaning of
humanity and truly question
whether or not, we are able to
live in a society where justice,
equality, peace, and prosperity
abound. In the Buddhist light, a
focus is placed on
understanding the Buddhist
teachings to develop solutions
for dealing with these wideranging problems. Both the
scope of change and the
response from a Buddhist
approach are core to the
content of this volume. It is of
paramount importance that any
investigation and development
of solutions for the changes
taking place, require guidance
from the Buddhist philosophy.
As a starting point for
discussion, an initial focus is
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

placed on providing a thorough
and critical understanding of
the character and context of
change. In doing so, we also
seek to clarify and outline the
nature of a Buddhist approach.
In completing this review, it is
productive to see that given the
complex issues being dealt
with, the papers do generate
different frameworks and
viewpoints within the broad
term of “approach.” The
frameworks based on the
Buddha´s teachings are not
fully fixed and agreed upon by
all. Therefore, our term
“approach” refers to a set of
arrangements and viewpoints
that act to inspire further
discussion and development.
Given the above context, this
volume is a collection of
conference papers presented
and published for the panel on
the first sub-theme of UNDV
2019 on Mindful Leadership for
Sustainable Peace on 13 May
2019 at the Tam Chuc
International Convention
Center, Ha Nam, Vietnam. The
panel commemorates the
occasion of the 16th United
Nations Day of Vesak
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Celebrations 2019. Through
the contributions of
participants and their papers at
this workshop, this volume
provides a diverse and rich
range of thinking and wisdom
rather than more traditional
mainstream thinking or
conventional wisdom. Treating
the Buddha’s teachings as a
basic theoretical
reconstruction, we examine the
relationships between societies
and Buddhism. We combine the
analyses of the conflicts, trends
and dynamics affecting future
global development with
focused studies on a range of
policy areas for improving
societies. In the Buddhist light,
our two most crucial aims in
this period of disruption are to
greatly increase the influence
and impact of Buddhism as our
foremost duty; and that the
Buddhist responsibility
contributes to creating a new
foundation for Mindful
Leadership and Sustainable
Development.
Historical Dictionary of
Buddhism - Carl Olson
2021-07-15
Historical Dictionary of

Buddhism, Second Edition
contains a chronology, an
introduction, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary
section has more than 900
cross-referenced entries on
important personalities as well
as complex theological
concepts, significant practices,
and basic writings and texts.
The Foundation of Buddhist
Practice - Thubten Chodron
2018-05-15
The second volume in the Dalai
Lama’s definitive and
comprehensive series on the
stages of the Buddhist path,
The Library of Wisdom and
Compassion. Volume 1,
Approaching the Buddhist
Path, contained introductory
material that set the context
for Buddhist practice. This
second volume, The
Foundation of Buddhist
Practice, contains the
important teachings that will
help us establish a flourishing
Dharma practice. The
Foundation of Buddhist
Practice begins with the four
seals shared by all Buddhist
philosophies, and moves on to
an explanation of the reliable
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cognition that allows us to
evaluate the veracity of the
Buddha’s teachings. The book
provides many other essential
Buddhist teachings, including:
the relationship of a spiritual
mentor and student, clarifying
misunderstandings about this
topic and showing how to
properly rely on a spiritual
mentor in a healthy,
appropriate, and beneficial
manner; how to structure a
meditation session; dying and
rebirth, unpacking the often
difficult-to-understand topic of
multiple lives and explaining
how to prepare for death and
aid someone who is dying; a
fruitful explanation of karma
and its results; and much more.
His Holiness’s illumination of
key Buddhist ideas will support
Western and contemporary
Asian students in engaging
with this rich tradition.
Mind Seeing Mind - Roger R.
Jackson 2019-10-29
A definitive study of one of the
most important practices in
Tibetan Buddhism, with
translations of a number of its
key texts. Mahamudra, the
“great seal,” refers to the

ultimate nature of mind and
reality, to a meditative practice
for realizing that ultimate
reality, and to the final fruition
of buddhahood. It is especially
prominent in the Kagyü
tradition of Tibetan Buddhism,
so it sometimes comes as a
surprise that mahamudra has
played an important role in the
Geluk school, where it is part
of a special transmission
received in a vision by the
tradition’s founder,
Tsongkhapa. Mahamudra is a
significant component of Geluk
ritual and meditative life,
widely studied and taught by
contemporary masters such as
the Dalai Lama. Roger
Jackson’s Mind Seeing Mind
offers us both a definitive
scholarly study of the history,
texts, and doctrines of Geluk
mahamudra and masterful
translations of its seminal
texts. It provides a skillful
survey of the Indian sources of
the teaching, illuminates the
place of mahamudra among
Tibetan Buddhist schools, and
details the history and major
textual sources of Geluk
mahamudra. Jackson also
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addresses critical questions,
such as the relation between
Geluk and Kagyü mahamudra,
and places mahamudra in the
context of contemporary
religious studies. The
translation portion of Mind
Seeing Mind includes ten texts
on mahamudra history, ritual,
and practice. Among these are
the First Panchen Lama’s root
verses and autocommentary on
mahamudra meditation, his
ritual masterpiece Offering to
the Guru, and a selection of his
songs of spiritual experience.
Mind Seeing Mind adds
considerably to our
understanding of Tibetan
Buddhist spirituality and shows
how mahamudra came to be
woven throughout the fabric of
the Geluk tradition.
The Suttanipata - Bodhi
2017-09-26
This landmark volume in the
Teachings of the Buddha series
translates the Suttanipata, a
text that matches the
Dhammapada in its concise
power and its centrality to the
Buddhist tradition. Celebrated
translator Bhikkhu Bodhi
illuminates this text and its
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

classical commentaries with
elegant renderings and
authoritative annotations. The
Suttanipata, or “Group of
Discourses” is a collection of
discourses ascribed to the
Buddha that includes some of
the most popular suttas of the
Pali Canon, among them the
Discourse on Loving-Kindness
Sutta. The suttas are primarily
in verse, though several are in
mixed prose and verse. The
Suttanipata contains
discourses that extol the figure
of the muni, the illumined sage,
who wanders homeless
completely detached from the
world. Other suttas, such as
the Discourse on Downfall and
the Discourse on Blessings,
establish the foundations of
Buddhist lay ethics. The last
two chapters—the
Atthakavagga (Chapter of
Octads) and the Parayanavagga
(The Way to the Beyond)—are
considered to be among the
most ancient parts of the Pali
Canon. The Atthakavagga
advocates a critical attitude
toward views and doctrines.
The Parayanavagga is a
beautiful poem in which
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sixteen spiritual seekers travel
across India to meet the
Buddha and ask him profound
questions pertaining to the
highest goal. The commentary,
the Paramatthajotika, relates
the background story to each
sutta and explains each verse
in detail. The volume includes
numerous excerpts from the
Niddesa, an ancient
commentary already included
in the Pali Canon, which offers
detailed expositions of each
verse in the Atthakavagga, the
Parayanavagga, and the
Rhinoceros Horn Sutta.
Translator Bhikkhu Bodhi
provides an insightful, in-depth
introduction, a guide to the
individual suttas, extensive
notes, a list of parallels to the
discourses of the Suttanipata,
and a list of the numerical sets
mentioned in the
commentaries.
The History of Hinduism
and Buddhism - Charles Eliot
2020-12-17
"The History of Hinduism and
Buddhism" in 3 volumes is a
work by Charles Eliot whose
aim is to give a sketch of Indian
thought or Indian religion, for

the two terms are nearly
equivalent in the book, and of
its history and influence in
Asia. As the author pointed out,
it is impossible to separate
Hinduism from Buddhism, for
without it Hinduism could not
have assumed its medieval
shape and some forms of
Buddhism, such as Lamaism,
countenance Brahmanic deities
and ceremonies, while in Java
and Cambodia the two
religions were avowedly
combined and declared to be
the same. Neither is it
convenient to separate the
fortunes of Buddhism and
Hinduism outside India from
their history within it, for
although the importance of
Buddhism depends largely on
its foreign conquests, the forms
which it assumed in its new
territories can be understood
only by reference to the
religious condition of India at
the periods when successive
missions were despatched. This
carefully edited collection has
been designed and formatted
to the highest digital standards
and adjusted for readability on
all devices.
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Buddhist Literature of
Ancient Gandhara - Salomon
Richard 2018-04-17
Discover the fascinating history
of a long-hidden Buddhist
culture at a historic crossroads.
In the years following
Alexander the Great’s conquest
of the East, a series of empires
rose up along the Silk Road. In
what is now northern Pakistan,
the civilizations in the region
called Gandhara became
increasingly important centers
for the development of
Buddhism, reaching their apex
under King Kaniska of the
Kusanas in the second century
CE. Gandhara has long been
known for its Greek-Indian
synthesis in architecture and
statuary, but until about twenty
years ago, almost nothing was
known about its literature. The
insights provided by
manuscripts unearthed over
the last few decades show that
Gandhara was indeed a vital
link in the early development of
Buddhism, instrumental in both
the transmission of Buddhism
to China and the rise of the
Mahayana tradition. The
Buddhist Literature of Ancient
the-suttanipata-an-ancient-collection-of-the-budd

Gandhara surveys what we
know about Gandhara and its
Buddhism, and it also provides
translations of a dozen
different short texts, from
similes and stories to treatises
on time and reality.
In den Worten des Buddha Bodhi (Bhikkhu) 2008
Buddhist Life / Buddhist Path Bhikkhu Cintita Dinsmore
Buddha's Teachings - Sir
Robert Chalmers 1997
Buddha`s Teachings contains a
metrical English rendering of
an important Buddhist work in
Pali named `Sutta-Nipata` with
the original text in Romanized
version on the opposite page.
The Pali Canon, as it has come
down to us, is divided into
three Pitakas or `baskets`, viz.
Vinaya-Pitaka Sutta-Pitaka and
Abhidhamma-Pitaka. The SuttaNipata, translated here,
contains an ancient, probably
the most ancient, part of the
Sutta-Pitaka. It belongs to that
portion of the Sutta-Pitaka
which is named Khuddaka
Nikaya or `Collection of Short
Treatises` as distinct from the
22/31
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four long Nikayas called Digha,
Majjhima, Samyutta and
Anguttara. Of the five Vaggas
(or `books`) of the present
Sutta-Nipata the fifth stands
out from its fellows by reason
of its purposeful unity. Whle
the Uraga, Maha, Cula and
Atthaka Vaggas consist each of
a collectioin of independent
and unconnected poems
(sometimes interspersed with
prose) called Suttas, the
Parayana aims at a dramatic
synthesis. Its prologue and
epilogue serve as a setting to
the sixteen Questions which
elicit Gotama`s gradual
exposition of the saving `Way
Across`.
Questioning the Buddha Peter Skilling 2021-08-17
An important new book
unlocking the words of the
Buddha contained in the vast
Tibetan canon, one of the main
scriptural resources of
Buddhism. In the forty-five
years the Buddha spent
traversing northern India, he
shared his wisdom with
everyone from beggar women
to kings. Hundreds of his
discourses, or sutras, were

preserved by his followers, first
orally and later in written form.
Around thirteen hundred years
after the Buddha’s
enlightenment, the sutras were
translated into the Tibetan
language, where they have
been preserved ever since. To
date, only a fraction of these
have been made available in
English. Questioning the
Buddha brings the reader
directly into the literary
treasure of the Tibetan canon
with thoroughly annotated
translations of twenty-five
different sutras. Often these
texts, many translated here in
full for the first time, begin
with an encounter in which
someone poses a question to
the Buddha. Peter Skilling, an
authority on early Buddhist
epigraphy, archaeology, and
textual traditions, has been
immersed in the Buddhist
scriptures of diverse traditions
for nearly half a century. In
this volume, he draws on his
deep and extensive research to
render these ancient teachings
in a fresh and precise
language. His introduction is a
fascinating history of the
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Buddhist sutras, including the
transition from oral to written
form, the rise of Mahayana
literature, the transmission to
Tibet, the development of
canons, and a look at some of
the pioneers of sutra study in
the West. Sutras included in
this volume are: Four Dharmas
Not to Be Taken for Granted;
The Benefits of Giving; The
Exposition of Four Dharmas;
The Merit of the Three
Refuges; Four Dharmas Never
to Be Abandoned; Advice for
Bodhisatva Dharmaketu;
Advice for Bodhisatva Jayamati;
Sutra Comparing Bodhicitta to
Gold; Bodhisatva Maitreya’s
Question about the Gift of the
Dharma; Four Summaries of
the Dharma Spoken to the
Naga King Sagara; The Stanza
of Dependent Arising; The
Heart Formula of Dependent
Arising; Prediction of the Boy
Brahmasri’s Future
Buddhahood; Ksemavati’s
Prediction to Future
Buddhahood; The City Beggar
Woman; An Old Woman’s
Questions about Birth and
Death; The Questions of
Srimati the Brahman Woman;

The Questions of the
Laywoman Gangottara;
Brahma Sahampati’s Question;
Advice to King Prasenajit;
Passage to the Next Life;
Instructions for King
Bimbisara; Instructions for
King Udayana; Buddhas as
Rare as a Grain of Golden
Sand; and Predictions on the
Eve of the Great Final Nirvana.
Superiority Conceit in Buddhist
Traditions - Bhikkhu Analayo
2021-02-09
Renowned scholar-monk writes
accessibly on some of the most
contentious topics in
Buddhism—guaranteed to
ruffle some feathers. Armed
with his rigorous examination
of the canonical records,
respected scholar-monk
Bhikkhu Analayo explores—and
sharply criticizes—four
examples of what he terms
“superiority conceit” in
Buddhism: the androcentric
tendency to prevent women
from occupying leadership
roles, be these as fully
ordained monastics or as
advanced bodhisattvas the
Mahayana notion that those
who don’t aspire to become
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bodhisattvas are inferior
practitioners the Theravada
belief that theirs is the most
original expression of the
Buddha’s teaching the Secular
Buddhist claim to understand
the teachings of the Buddha
more accurately than
traditionally practicing
Buddhists Ven. Analayo
challenges the scriptural basis
for these conceits and points
out that adhering to such
notions of superiority is not,
after all, conducive to practice.
“It is by diminishing ego,
letting go of arrogance, and
abandoning conceit that one
becomes a better Buddhist,” he
reminds us, “no matter what
tradition one may follow.”
Thoroughly researched,
Superiority Conceit in Buddhist
Traditions provides an
accessible approach to these
conceits as academic subjects.
Readers will find it not only
challenges their own
intellectual understandings but
also improves their personal
practice.
The Long Discourses of the
Buddha - 2005-06-10
This book offers a complete

translation of the Digha
Nikaya, the long discourses of
the Buddha, one of the major
collections of texts in the Pali
Canon, the authorized
scriptures of Theravada
Buddhism. This collection-among the oldest records of
the historical Buddha's original
teachings, given in India two
and a half thousand years ago-consists of thirty-four longerlength suttas, or discourses,
distinguished as such from the
middle-length and shorter
suttas of the other collections.
These suttas reveal the
gentleness, compassion, power,
and penetrating wisdom of the
Buddha. Included are
teachings on mindfulness
(Mahasatipatthana Sutta); on
morality, concentration, and
wisdom (Subha Sutta); on
dependent origination
(Mahanidrana Sutta); on the
roots and causes of wrong
views (Brahmajala Sutta); and
a long description of the
Buddha's last days and passing
away (Mahaparinibbana Sutta);
along with a wealth of practical
advice and insight for all those
travelling along the spiritual
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path. Venerable Sumedho
Thera writes in his foreword:
"[These suttas] are not meant
to be 'sacred scriptures' that
tell us what to believe. One
should read them, listen to
them, think about them,
contemplate them, and
investigate the present reality,
the present experience, with
them. Then, and only then, can
one insightfully know the truth
beyond words." Introduced
with a vivid account of the
Buddha's life and times and a
short survey of his teachings,
The Long Discourses of the
Buddha brings us closer in
every way to the wise and
compassionate presence of
Gotama Buddha and his path of
truth.
S. N. Goenka - Daniel M.
Stuart 2020-11-17
In a life that saw him evolve
from a staunchly religious
Hindu to an ecumenical master
of Buddhist insight meditation,
Satyanārāyaṇ (S. N.) Goenka
(1924–2013) emerged as a
leader in the spread of lay
mindfulness and insight
meditation practice on a global
scale. A second-generation

Burmese of Indian origin,
Goenka was a successful
businessman before turning to
Buddhist meditation for help
with crippling migraines.
Becoming first a close student
and then assistant teacher
under the innovative Burmese
lay Buddhist teacher U Ba
Khin, Goenka eventually felt
the pull of karmic destiny to
teach meditation in India and
thereby repay the ancient debt
that Burmese Buddhists owed
to the original Indian Buddhist
tradition. In the 1970s, as he
became an integral part of the
Indian Buddhist spiritual
landscape, thousands of young
people from the United States
and Europe flocked to India to
explore its spiritual
possibilities. Out of this
remarkable convergence was
launched a global network of
practitioners and meditation
centers that would become
Goenka’s legacy. Drawing
heavily on Goenka’s own
autobiographical writings and
Dharma talks, Daniel Stuart
draws the first comprehensive
portrait of the master’s life and
demonstrates that Goenka’s
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influences, teaching, and
legacy are much more complex
than has been commonly
thought. Stuart incorporates a
wide range of primary
documents and newly
translated material in Hindi
and Burmese to offer readers
an in-depth exploration of
Goenka’s teachings and his
practice lineage in Burma.
Stuart further details the trials
and tribulations Goenka faced
in building a movement in India
in the 1970s, developing a
global network of meditation
centers, and negotiating a
range of relationships with
students and religious leaders
worldwide. This fascinating
addition to the Lives of the
Masters series reflects on
Goenka’s role in the revival of
Buddhism in postcolonial India
and his emergence as one of
the most influential meditation
masters of the twentieth
century.
Hinduism and Buddhism: An
Historical Sketch
(Complete) - Sir Charles Eliot
1954
Probably the first thought
which will occur to the reader

who is acquainted with the
matters treated in this work
will be that the subject is too
large. A history of Hinduism or
Buddhism or even of both
within the frontiers of India
may be a profitable though
arduous task, but to attempt a
historical sketch of the two
faiths in their whole duration
and extension over Eastern
Asia is to choose a scene
unsuited to any canvas which
can be prepared at the present
day. Not only is the breadth of
the landscape enormous but in
some places it is crowded with
details which cannot be
omitted while in others the
principal features are hidden
by a mist which obscures the
unity and connection of the
whole composition. No one can
feel these difficulties more than
I do myself or approach his
work with more diffidence, yet
I venture to think that wide
surveys may sometimes be
useful and are needed in the
present state of oriental
studies. For the reality of
Indian influence in Asia—from
Japan to the frontiers of Persia,
from Manchuria to Java, from
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Burma to Mongolia—is
undoubted and the influence is
one. You cannot separate
Hinduism from Buddhism, for
without it Hinduism could not
have assumed its medieval
shape and some forms of
Buddhism, such as Lamaism,
countenance Brahmanic deities
and ceremonies, while in Java
and Camboja the two religions
were avowedly combined and
declared to be the same.
Neither is it convenient to
separate the fortunes of
Buddhism and Hinduism
outside India from their history
within it, for although the
importance of Buddhism
depends largely on its foreign
conquests, the forms which it
assumed in its new territories
can be understood only by
reference to the religious
condition of India at the
periods when successive
missions were despatched.
Envisioning a Tibetan
Luminary - William M. Gorvine
2018-10-26
Envisioning a Tibetan
Luminary examines the
religious biography of Shardza
Tashi Gyaltsen (1859-1934),

the most significant modern
figure representing the Tibetan
Bön religion-a vital minority
tradition that is
underrepresented in Tibetan
studies. The work is based on
fieldwork conducted in eastern
Tibet and in the Bön exile
community in India, where
traditional Tibetan scholars
collaborated closely on the
project. Utilizing close
readings of two versions of
Shardza's life-story, along with
oral history collected in Bön
communities, this book
presents and interprets the
biographical image of this
major figure, culminating with
an English translation of his
life story. William M. Gorvine
argues that the disciplebiographer's literary portrait
not only enacts and shapes
religious ideals to foster faith
among its readership, but also
attempts to quell tensions that
had developed among his
original audience. Among the
Bön community today, Shardza
Tashi Gyaltsen has come to be
unequivocally revered for an
impressive textual legacy and a
saintly death. During his
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lifetime, however, he faced
prominent critics within his
own lineage who went so far as
to issue polemical attacks
against him. As Gorvine shows,
the biographical texts that
inform us about Shardza's life
are best understood when read
on multiple registers, with
attention given to the ways in
which the religious ideals on
display reflect the broader
literary, cultural, and historical
contexts within which they
were envisioned and
articulated.
Alone in a World of Wounds Shodhin K. Geiman 2022-06-29
When Buddhism came to the
West in the 1960s, many were
eager to adapt it straightaway
to the prevailing social and
intellectual currents of its new
home. One of those adaptations
was the creation of a “socially
engaged” Buddhism that could
stand alongside similar
developments in Christian and
Jewish thought. It seemed like
a good idea at the time.
Beginning with what the
tradition calls the path of “the
holy life,” a life free of every
attachment to self and the

delusions to which it gives rise,
Geiman draws attention to the
unique contribution the
Dharma makes to one’s
understanding of the world,
one’s place within it, and the
nature of wise and
compassionate action in the
face of human hardship. Along
the way, he shows the limits of
using the teaching of the
Buddha and the Dharma
Ancestors as support for social
and political agendas of any
kind. What emerges is a
description of a noble life free
of pretense and guile, which
fearlessly and unshakably
bears witness to the truth of
our conditioned nature in the
midst of human hardship—a
life best described as standing
alone in a world of wounds.
A Buddha Land in This
World - Lajos Brons
2022-04-13
In the early twentieth century,
Uchiyama Gudō, Seno'o Girō,
Lin Qiuwu, and others
advocated a Buddhism that was
radical in two respects. Firstly,
they adopted a more or less
naturalist stance with respect
to Buddhist doctrine and
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related matters, rejecting
karma or other supernatural
beliefs. And secondly, they held
political and economic views
that were radically antihegemonic, anti-capitalist, and
revolutionary. Taking the idea
of such a "radical Buddhism"
seriously, A Buddha Land in
This World: Philosophy, Utopia,
and Radical Buddhism asks
whether it is possible to
develop a philosophy that is
simultaneously naturalist, anticapitalist, Buddhist, and
consistent. Rather than a study
of radical Buddhism, then, this
book is an attempt to radicalize
it. The foundations of this
"radicalized radical Buddhism"
are provided by a realist
interpretation of Yogācāra,
elucidated and elaborated with
some help from thinkers in the
broader Tiantai/Tendai
tradition and American
philosophers Donald Davidson
and W.V.O. Quine. A key
implication of this foundation is
that only this world and only
this life are real, from which it
follows that if Buddhism aims
to alleviate suffering, it has to
do so in this world and in this

life. Twentieth-century radical
Buddhists (as well as some
engaged Buddhists) came to a
similar conclusion, often
expressed in their aim to
realize "a Buddha land in this
world." Building on this
foundation, but also on
Mahāyāna moral philosophy,
this book argues for an ethics
and social philosophy based on
a definition of evil as that what
is or should be expected to
cause death or suffering. On
that ground, capitalism should
be rejected indeed, but
utopianism must be treated
with caution as well, which
raises questions about what it
means - from a radicalized
radical Buddhist perspective to aim for a Buddha land in this
world. Lajos Brons is a Dutch
philosopher and social scientist
living in Japan. After receiving
a PhD from the University of
Groningen in the Netherlands
for a dissertation on an aspect
of the history and philosophy of
the social sciences, he
gradually moved further and
further into philosophical
territory. Currently, Lajos is
teaching logic, ethics, and
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philosophy at a university in
Tokyo. His research interests
are divided over two broad
areas in philosophy: one is in
the overlap of (meta-)ethics
and social/political philosophy;
the other is in the intersection
of philosophy of language,
metaphysics, and epistemology.
Research in the former focuses
on the relations between death,
suffering, and compassion.

Research in the latter concerns
the relations between
language, thought, and reality,
and is heavily influenced by the
philosophies of Donald
Davidson and W.V.O. Quine,
and by Buddhist philosophy.
More information about
publications and research
interests, as well as Lajos's
blog can be found at
www.lajosbrons.net
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